And after the thesis?
Do you ask yourself about your professional project and your career pursuit? The PhD Career Center welcomes you by appointment to help you answer these questions and offers you a range of services and thematic workshops to explore the various possible post-thesis pursuits.

Contact us by email:
phd-career-center@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr

And when you think about your professional project, think alumni network: join now the PhD Alumni network! And take advantage of a set of services (directory, mentoring programme, information on possible pursuits, job offers, etc.) to make it easier for you to pursue after your thesis thanks to the support between PhDs and PhD students.
Relocation

The College and the doctoral schools (except Philo) will move on September 1st, 2020 to join the Maison Jean Kuntzmann at 110 rue de la Chimie 38400 Saint-Martin-d'Hères on the University Campus (Tram B and C, stops "Bibliothèques universitaires").